Readings and Podcasts for Suicide Loss Survivors

Books

- **Still With Us: Voices of Sibling Suicide Loss Survivors** – L.M.Q. Heilmann (2020)
  - [Available on Amazon](#) or [Find at a Local Library](#)

- **Voices of Healing and Hope: Conversations on Grief After Suicide** - I. Bolton (2017)
  - [Available on Amazon](#) or [Find at a Local Library](#)

- **After a Suicide Loss: Coping with your Grief** - J. Jordan & B. Baugher (2016)
  - [Available on Amazon](#) or [Find at a Local Library](#)

  - [Available on Amazon](#) or [Find at a Local Library](#)

- **Survivors of Suicide (SOS) Handbook** – J. Jackson, American Association of Suicidology (2003)
  - [Available online (PDF)](#) or [for purchase (printed)](#)

Books for Families and Children

- **But I Didn’t Say Goodbye: Helping Families After Suicide (3rd ed.)** – B. Rubel (2020)
  - [Available on Amazon](#) or [Find at a Local Library](#)

  - [Available on Amazon](#) or [Find at a Local Library](#)

- **After a Parent’s Suicide: Helping Children Heal** - M. Requarth (2006)
  - [Available on Amazon](#) or [Find at a Local Library](#)

Podcast Episodes

- **Postvention 101** – American Association of Suicidology (AAS) & Uniting for Suicide Postvention (USPV), with J.R. Jordan
  - [https://www.mirecc.va.gov/visn19/postvention/community/content.asp#101](#)

- **Suicide Loss Experience: Family and Friends** – American Association of Suicidology (AAS) & Uniting for Suicide Postvention (USPV), with N. Gutin
  - [https://www.mirecc.va.gov/visn19/postvention/community/content.asp#SuicideLossExperience](#)